USC Dornsife in the News Archive – 2022

December

December 16, 2022

Science Daily and Phys.org posted an article featuring research from USC Dornsife's Carly Kenkel about restoring coral reefs.

LA Times quoted USC Dornsife professor Jessica Marglin about Morocco's success in the World Cup.

KPCC-FM interviewed USC Dornsife professor Brittany Friedman about hate crimes on black L.A. residents.

KPBS-TV interviewed USC Dornsife professor Shannon Gibson on climate change protestors.

December 14, 2022

New York Times spoke with Lois Rosson of USC Dornsife about the Apollo 17 mission.


KPCC-FM featured Brittany Friedman of USC Dornsife on how cultural myths of LA County’s black communities contribute to the rise in hate crimes.

December 13, 2022

Los Angeles Times mentioned a food insecurity study by USC Dornsife Public Exchange in an Op-Ed calling for a stronger effort to feed families.

Los Angeles Times featured Karen Hennigan of USC Dornsife on a study looking at aspects of holistic strategies in Los Angeles to combat street crime.

Los Angeles Times and Yahoo News spoke with Manuel Pastor of USC Dornsife on Eric Garcetti’s legacy as LA mayor.

ABC 7 featured Clay Wang of USC Mann School of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences and Travis Williams of USC Dornsife on their efforts to turn ocean plastics into pharmaceuticals.

California City News quoted USC Dornsife professor Dan Schnur on homeless funding for cities and counties.
KPCC-FM spoke with Ange Marie-Hancock of USC Dornsife on the mayoral history of Los Angeles.

KPCC-FM quoted Ange Marie-Hancock of USC Dornsife on the legacy of Karen Bass’s predecessors.

December 9, 2022

KPCC-FM spoke with Manuel Pastor of USC Dornsife on the legacy of former Los Angeles mayor Eric Garcetti.

KPCC-FM spoke to M.G. Lord of USC Dornsife on the history of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

December 8, 2022

Forbes featured Matthew Kahn of USC Dornsife on the long-term effects of working from home.

December 7, 2022

Science Daily posted a story about research from USC Dornsife professors Vsevolod Katritch that shows a potential new way to make the nation’s deadliest painkiller, fentanyl, safer.

Nature spoke with Rebecca Miller of USC Dornsife on the challenges that limit the use of prescribed burns in the United States.

KCBS-AM interviewed USC Dornsife professor Craig Stanford about a 190-year-old tortoise and the species' lifespan.

KNOW-FM interviewed USC Dornsife professor David Treuer about his novel, *Little*.

December 6, 2022

Insider and Yahoo News spoke with Hajar Yazdiha of USC Dornsife about TikTok’s “stay-at-home girlfriend” trend.

KNX-AM spoke with Peter Westwick of USC Dornsife about the new B-21 Raider, a long-range stealth bomber aircraft.

The Conversation mentioned USC Dornsife in a piece about the psychology of advertising.

December 5, 2022
Los Angeles Times featured Percival Everett of USC Dornsife on his talk with columnist LZ Granderson about his life writing and teaching fiction.

The New Yorker spoke with Stanley Rosen of USC Dornsife on how symbols of protest are remembered throughout history.

December 2, 2022

Los Angeles Times spoke with Peter Westwick of USC Dornsife on Southern California’s aerospace industry.

Global Newswire featured research from the Understanding America Study by the Dornsife Center for Economic and Social Research.

November

November 30, 2022

WNBF interviewed USC Dornsife professor Jerald Jellison about social psychology and honesty.

FOX 11 mentioned the Warschaw Conference hosted by the USC Dornsife Center for the Political Future.

Los Angeles Times featured Robin Coste Lewis, a writer-in-residence at USC Dornsife, on her new book “To the Realization of Perfect Helplessness.”

November 29, 2022

Phys.org featured Travis Williams of USC Dornsife and Clay Wang of USC School of Pharmacy on their research using fungi to convert polyethylene waste into pharmacological products.

KCBS-AM interviewed Bob Shrum of the USC Dornsife Center for the Political Future about new changes in Congress.

KPCC-FM spoke with Bill Deverell of USC Dornsife on prescribed fires and their history in California.

November 28, 2022

New York Times spoke with Olu Orange of USC Dornsife Trial Advocacy Program about California’s most expansive record-clearing law.

November 22, 2022
Los Angeles Times featured an article by Peter Mancall of USC Dornsife on Thanksgiving.

Wall Street Journal posted a review by USC Dornsife's Peter Mancall of Plymouth Colony: Narratives of English Settlement and Native Resistance From the Mayflower to King Philip’s War.

Good Day LA this morning noted a recent USC Dornsife Public Exchange-Keck School of Medicine survey that showed more L.A. families suffer from hunger.

November 21, 2022

The San Francisco Standard quoted USC Dornsife's Christian Grose on Nancy Pelosi's departure from her leadership role.

November 18, 2022

Los Angeles Times spoke with Ange-Marie Hancock of USC Dornsife on what a Karen Bass relationship with L.A. City Council will look like.

Bloomberg and MSN spoke with Dan Schnur of USC Dornsife on L.A.’s election of Karen Bass as Mayor.

November 17, 2022

Los Angeles Times spoke with Ange-Marie Hancock of USC Dornsife on Karen Bass being elected mayor and becoming the first woman to lead L.A.

KNX-AM spoke with Christian Grose of USC Dornsife on how long it will take to count the ballots for L.A.’s mayoral race.

November 16, 2022

Business Insider and Yahoo News featured an article by Matthew Kahn of USC Dornsife on America’s future shift to alternative energy.

November 15, 2022

Los Angeles Times ran a nostalgic column by PhD candidate Jean Chen Ho of USC Dornsife about mall food courts in American culture.

November 14, 2022

Los Angeles Times featured Percival Everett of USC Dornsife for his new book Dr. No.


KTLA 5 spoke with Dan Schnur of USC Dornsife on how long it will take to count the votes for the L.A. County elections.

November 11, 2022

The Conversation and Yahoo News posted an article by Michael Messner of USC Dornsife about veterans' opinions on wars.

The Guardian, Cal Matters, the Week, and Yahoo News spoke with Bob Shrum of USC Dornsife on a potential presidential bid for Gavin Newsom.


The San Francisco Standard interviewed Christian Grose of USC Dornsife about Nancy Pelosi’s reelection prospects.

Receive News interviewed Kamy Ahkavan of the USC Dornsife Center for the Political Future about student voter turnout.

November 10, 2022

KPCC-FM spoke with Ange-Marie Hancock of USC Dornsife about the undetermined L.A. races.

KNX-AM spoke with Mike Murphy of USC Dornsife on what the midterm elections mean for Donald Trump.

KCRW-FM spoke with Dan Schnur of USC Dornsife on Karen Bass’s speech after polls closed in L.A. County.

November 9, 2022

Los Angeles Times featured Percival Everett of USC Dornsife for his new book *Dr. No*.

Washington Post and Fortune featured an article co-authored by Wendy Wood of USC Dornsife on voter suppression.
**Daily Beast, MSN, and Yahoo News** spoke with Samuel Andrew Hires of USC Dornsife on a device that may spell out your brain’s thoughts.

**KFI-AM** quoted Robert Schurm of USC Dornsife on how the weather can affect voter turnout on election day.

**November 8, 2022**

**Los Angeles Times** and **Yahoo News** spoke with Manuel Pastor of USC Dornsife Equity Research Institute on the importance of L.A.’s mayoral race for Black Angelenos.

**New York Times** mentioned a recent study by USC Dornsife and USC Rossier on Americans’ opinions about teaching controversial topics in schools. **TIME** also featured an article by Daniel Silver of USC Dornsife CESR about the same study findings.

**Washington Post** quoted USC Dornsife professor Jacob Soll about the U.S, accountant shortage.

**The Conversation** posted an article by Dorian Llywelyn of USC Dornsife on the Catholic Church’s history of sainthood.

**Fox 11** quoted USC Dornsife professor Christian Dyogi Phillips about a recent political ad’s harm to Asian American communities.

**KABC-LA** interviewed Bob Shrum of USC Dornsife about the midterm elections.

**KFI-AM** spoke with Robert Schrum of USC Dornsife on how the weather can affect voter turnout.

**KNX-AM** spoke with Darry Sragow of USC Dornsife on voters' disenchantment for both mayoral candidates.

**KNX-AM** also spoke with Sragow on when to expect the results of L.A.’s mayoral race.

**November 7, 2022**

**Los Angeles Times** quoted Ange-Marie Hancock Alfaro of USC Dornsife about the LA mayoral election.

**CNBC** and **NBC Los Angeles** quoted Jorge Barraza of USC Dornsife about the new demand to travel.

**Vox** featured a study by USC Dornsife and USC Rossier on whether Americans opposed elementary school students learning about gender identity and sexual orientation
**November 4, 2022**

*Los Angeles Times* featured Natalia Molina of USC Dornsife and her working with under-documented communities.

*Washington Post* featured Percival Everett of USC Dornsife about, his book *Dr. No* and his take on fame.

*Long Beach Post* featured research by Christian Grose of USC Dornsife about the Long Beach mayoral election.

*KTEN (NBC), WNEM-TV, and KVOA-TV* interviewed USC Dornsife Professor Roman Rancière about high inflation rates in the U.S.

**November 3, 2022**

*Los Angeles Times* and *Yahoo News* featured Natalia Molina of USC Dornsife and her new book *A Place at the Nayarit: How a Mexican Restaurant Nurtured a Community*.

*The Conversation* and *Yahoo News* featured an article by Karen Figueroa-Clewett of USC Dornsife on what to do if your vote is challenged on Election Day.

**November 2, 2022**

*Los Angeles Times* spoke with David Zeke of USC Dornsife on the growth of the California economy.

*The Atlantic* and *MSN* quoted Manuel Pastor of USC Dornsife in an essay about Black and Latino Angelenos as partners in seeking racial justice.

*Newsweek* and *MSN* spoke with Vahé Peroomian of USC Dornsife on how early humans believed the universe functioned.

*Toronto Star* quoted USC Dornsife Ph.D. candidate Chi Pan Wong about migration patterns in Hong Kong.

**November 1, 2022**

*Los Angeles Times* spoke with Lantia Jacobs of USC Dornsife on the significance of portraying Emmet Till’s story in media.

*KPCC-FM* spoke with Leo Braudy of USC Dornsife about Halloween and how the concept of horror has changed.
October

October 31, 2022

Los Angeles Times featured an article by Jacob Soll of USC Dornsife on former British Prime Minister Liz Truss’ free-market reforms.

October 28, 2022

Los Angeles Times spoke with Darry Sragow of USC Dornsife on the L.A. County Supervisor race.

CalMatters and ABC10 quoted Robert Shrum of USC Dornsife about Gov. Gavin Newsom’s reelection campaign.

Utah Public Radio interviewed USC Dornsife professor Jane Junn, who shared insight into the ways gender, race, age, and voter ID laws affect voter turnout.

LA Review of Books featured USC Dornsife's William Deverell in an article remembering writer Mike Davis.

October 26, 2022

Los Angeles Times spoke with Matthew Kahn of USC Dornsife on California’s high cost of living.

New York Times quoted Tok Thompson of USC Dornsife on the pandemic’s role in society’s relationship with houses and ghosts.

The Conversation and Yahoo News featured Jane Junn of USC Dornsife, who shared insight into the ways gender, race, age, and voter ID laws affect voter turnout.

October 25, 2022

Economic Times, Daily Mail, MSN, and Yahoo News featured Ann Crigler of USC Dornsife on election deniers and their effects on democracy.

Forbes mentioned the Understanding America study by USC Dornsife’s Center for Economic and Social Research.

CNN, NBC 15, ABC5, Fox 6, KSWT-TV, Fox 9, and ABC 7 featured Robert Dekle of USC Dornsife on loan forgiveness and alternatives to solving inflation.

October 24, 2022
Los Angeles Times featured Manuel Pastor, director of the USC Dornsife, on how the racist audio leak could push voters further left in the Nov. 8 election.

Los Angeles Times and the Conversation featured an article by Tok Thompson of USC Dornsife on Halloween’s Celtic roots.

New York Times mentioned the Understanding America Study by USC Dornsife on how the pandemic changed personalities.

Financial Times and J News quoted Jacob Soll of USC Dornsife about the boundary between the state and the economy.

Fast Company and the Conversation featured an article by Matthew E. Khan of USC Dornsife and Bhaskar Krishnamachari of USC Viterbi on smart meters and how to get people to adopt them.

Fox 11 News interviewed USC Dornsife's Manuel Pastor about racial divides following racist comments by L.A. City Council members.

October 21, 2022

New York Times spoke with Saori Katada of USC Dornsife on how Japan is keeping interest rates low.

KFI-AM spoke with Bob Shrum of USC Dornsife on Kevin De Leon’s decision to stay on the L.A. City Council after his involvement in the racism scandal.

Good Day LA and Fox 11 featured USC Dornsife Ph.D. candidate Michelle Vazquez Ruiz on the racist comments about Oaxacan immigrants made by L.A. City Council members.

October 20, 2022

Los Angeles Times quoted Dan Schnur of USC Dornsife on the two topics — inflation and abortion access — that are dominating the midterms.

Hollywood Reporter spoke with Stanley Rosen of USC Dornsife on China’s film industry.

The Conversation posted an article by USC Matthew Kahn of USC Dornsife and Bhaskar Krishnamachari of USC Viterbi on using smart meters to reduce pollution from electricity use.

Yahoo News and Consumer Reports quoted Jorge Barraza of USC Dornsife about consumers and Halloween candies.
KPCC-FM mentioned a study by USC Dornsife and Keck School of Medicine of USC on food insecurity in L.A. County.

October 19, 2022


Yahoo News quoted Jorge Barraza of USC Dornsife about consumers’ Halloween candy purchases.

Yahoo News and The New Voice of Ukraine quoted Nina Srinivasan Rathbun of USC Dornsife about Russia’s use of nuclear weapons.

Los Angeles Times spoke with Darby Saxbe of USC Dornsife on communal living.


FOX LA, Good Day LA KNX-AM, KABC-AM, KCRW-FM, and KFI-AM, mentioned a study by USC Dornsife on food insecurity in L.A. County.

KQED and WFDD quoted Manuel Pastor of USC Dornsife about L.A. racial divides amid the City Council scandal.

Spectrum News 1 interviewed USC Dornsife professor Robert English about the latest Russian attack in Ukraine.

October 18, 2022

Los Angeles Times spoke with Manuel Pastor of USC Dornsife on the colorism against Black and Indigenous people revealed by the leaked L.A. City Council audio.

USA Today interviewed Christian Grose of USC Dornsife about LA redistricting in light of the City Council scandal.

The Conversation and Yahoo News featured an article by Kate Flint of USC Dornsife on how artists try to make sense of climate change.

Los Angeles Times spoke with Darry Sragow of USC Dornsife on redistricting and possible alternatives to current practices.

Los Angeles Times featured Percival Everett of USC Dornsife on his upcoming novel “Dr. No.”
US News & World Report mentioned a webinar hosted by USC Dornsife Center for the Political future on the 2022 midterms.

October 17, 2022


KCRW spoke with Michelle Vasquez Ruiz of USC Dornsife on the council members’ racist remarks about L.A. Oaxacans.

Newsweek spoke with Christian Grose of USC Dornsife on how the comments by L.A. City Council members have impacted L.A. politics.

Washington Post and MSN reported on research by USC Dornsife and USC Rossier about LGBTQ+ representation in the school curriculum.

LAist cited research from USC Dornsife about growing Latino neighborhoods.

October 16, 2022

Politico posted an article by Jacob Soll of USC Dornsife about free market economy in 18th century France.

October 14, 2022

Los Angeles Times and NPR quoted Manuel Pastor of USC Dornsife on scandal enveloping the LA City Council. Politico also spoke with Pastor about the scandal’s impact on the mayoral race.

The Hill featured an article co-written by Gregory F. Treverton of USC Dornsife on the protests in Iran.

The New Yorker mentioned a study by USC Dornsife’s Center for Economic and Social Research contrasting opinions about online learning among families of varying ethnicities.

FriendsLikeUs interviewed USC Dornsife professor Evelyn Alsultany about Muslim representation in the media.

The Hill and Yahoo News mentioned a study by USC’s Rossier and Dornsife schools on opinions about LGBTQ+ representation in high school curricula.

KPCC-FM interviewed USC Dornsife’s Najuma Smith-Pollard about the impact of the derogatory comments by LA City Council members.
**KNX-AM** spoke with Darry Sragow of USC Dornsife on how the L.A. City Council can rebuild trust with the community.

**October 13, 2022**


The Guardian and Yahoo News spoke with Ann Crigler of USC Dornsife on the reluctance of politicians to address food insecurity.

The Guardian quoted USC Dornsife professor Duncan Williams about Ireichō, a sacred book of names that lists all members of the Nisei, the U.S. residents of Japanese descent who were incarcerated after the bombing of Pearl Harbor.

LAist interviewed Ange-Marie Hancock Alfaro of USC Dornsife about the offensive language used by Nury Martinez, a newly resigned Los Angeles City Council member.

**October 12, 2022**

Los Angeles Times, CNN, ABC 7, KPCC-FM, KCRW-FM, and Yahoo News quoted Manuel Pastor of USC Dornsife in coverage about the offensive language used by Los Angeles City Council president Nury Martinez. LA Times also ran an Op-Ed co-written by Pastor and Rossier Dean Pedro Noguera on the same topic.

KNX-AM spoke with Bob Shrum of the USC Dornsife Center for the Political Future about racist statements made by Los Angeles City Council president Councilmember Nury Martinez.

Spectrum News 1 SoCal interviewed USC Dornsife professor Robert English about Russia’s war on Ukraine.

**October 11, 2022**

Bloomberg spoke with Wendy Wood of USC Dornsife on how habits affect consumer shopping.

Yahoo News featured a Conversation piece by Eliz Sanasarian of USC Dornsife on the historical, cultural, and political aspects of headcovers in Iran.

The Today Show talked with Sarah Portnoy of USC Dornsife about her exhibit at La Plaza Cocina called “Abeulitas Kitchen: Mexican Food Stories.”

The Washington Post quoted USC Dornsife Professor Jane Junn on women voters’ potential impact on the upcoming elections.
October 10, 2022

KABC-LA reported on a book drive at the 32nd Street/USC Magnet School with USC Dornsife and Room to Read. Students received books about science, technology, and mathematics.

KPCC-FM spoke with Natalia Molina of USC Dornsife about LA’s history as a center for Mexican culture.

October 7, 2022

The Conversation and Smithsonian Magazine posted an article by Amy Cannon of USC Dornsife about Ada Limón, the United States’ 24th poet laureate.

The Economist spoke with Joshua Aizenman of USC Dornsife about the decisions facing China after the yuan dropped in value.

Sacramento Time reported on the retirement of the Rev. Cecil Murray of USC Dornsife after his 17-year career at USC.

KCRW-FM, KXJZ-F, KQED-FM, and KPBS-FM featured an NPR interview with Duncan Williams of USC Dornsife about a project for remembering incarcerated Japanese Americans.

October 6, 2022

NPR and KCRW mentioned a study by USC Dornsife’s Center for Economic and Social Research on how the pandemic affected personality traits.

Conversation and Yahoo News featured an article by Zen Dochterman of USC Dornsife on how sentiments of the great resignation have been a part of American cinema.

New York Times spoke with Darby Saxbe of USC Dornsife on “allostatic load” and how this may help explain tiredness and frustration in parents.


October 5, 2022

U.S. News & World Report featured Darby Saxbe of USC Dornsife and her study looking at how fatherhood changes men's brains.
The Downtown Writers Jam interviewed USC Dornsife's Natalia Molina about her past research and newest book, *A Place at the Nayarit: How a Mexican Restaurant Nourished a Community*.

Politico posted an article by Jacob Soll of USC Dornsife about free market economy.

October 4, 2022

Los Angeles Times spoke with Mike Murphy of USC Dornsife's Center for the Political Future on voters' top issues ahead of the upcoming elections.

Prevention spoke with David Raichlen of USC Dornsife on what human bodies need in the modern world to stay healthy.

Nextshark and Yahoo News featured Duncan Williams of USC Dornsife and the Irei Project’s work to memorialize Japanese Americans who were forced into detention camps during WWII.

KTLA-TV featured a study by USC Dornsife researcher Scott Kanoski on the adverse effects of artificial sweeteners on memory.

Fox 8 News featured a study by Darby Saxbe at USC Dornsife on the “dad brain” phenomenon.

Spectrum News 1 spoke with Robert English of USC Dornsife on the war in Ukraine.

KCSB-FM featured Christian Grose of USC Dornsife and USC Schwarzenegger Institute on gerrymandering and the upcoming elections.

October 3, 2022

Insider and Yahoo News featured Robert English of USC Dornsife on the effects of pressure from China and India on Putin concerning the conflict in Ukraine.

September 30, 2022


September 29, 2022

Conversation and Yahoo News featured an article by Nina Srinivasan Rathbun of USC Dornsife on tactical nuclear weapons and what they mean for the war in Ukraine.
**Fortune** included research from USC Dornsife’s Understanding America Study in a story about the pandemic’s effect on personalities.

The **Bulletin of Atomic Scientists** featured Andrew Lakoff of USC Dornsife in an article about the role and performance of the United States’ strategic national stockpile during disease outbreaks.

**September 28, 2022**

**Los Angeles Times** and **Yahoo News** spoke to William Deverell of USC Dornsife on the debate over “Angeleno” versus “Angelino” as the proper way to refer to Los Angeles residents.

**September 27, 2022**

**Los Angeles Times** and **Yahoo News** quoted Ratika Narag of USC Dornsife on the changing labor market.

**Nature Computational Science** interviewed Arieh Warshel of USC Dornsife on his work, his Nobel prize, and the benefits/challenges of computational modeling.

**September 26, 2022**

**Miami Times** quoted Ann Owens of USC Dornsife and USC Price about her research on school segregation.

**LA Business Journal** quoted Matthew Kahn of USC Dornsife regarding trends in remote work.

**September 23, 2022**

**USA Today** and **Yahoo News** spoke with Manuel Pastor of USC Dornsife on the settling patterns of modern undocumented populations.

**Washington Post** spoke with Robert English of USC Dornsife on the anti-war protests in Russia. He also spoke with **Business Insider** about the pressure by Putin’s allies to end the war in Ukraine.

**KPCC-FM** spoke with Duncan Williams of USC Dornsife on his work restoring the history of Japanese internment and listing the names of those held in internment camps.

**The Scotsman** posted an article by USC Dornsife’s Jacob Soll about Queen Elizabeth's similarities to philosopher Adam Smith.

**September 22, 2022**
National Catholic Register quoted USC Dornsife’s Stefano Rebeggiani in a story about Amazon Prime’s series, “The Rings of Power,” and its connection to Tolkien’s work.

Business Insider and MSN spoke with Robert English of USC Dornsife on Ukraine’s powerful performance against Russian forces.

The BBC interviewed USC Dornsife’s Jay Rubenstein, Jonas Kaplan and Kamy Akhavan for a 3-part docuseries on conspiracy theories.

September 20, 2022

The Conversation featured an article by Trisha Tucker of USC Dornsife on book bans and the often outdated beliefs behind them.

September 19, 2022

Fox News mentioned a book by USC Dornsife Professor Peter Mancall, *The Trials of Thomas Morton*.

CBS 8 quoted Christian Grose of USC Dornsife and the Schwarzenegger Institute about voters and redistricting.

East Bay Express interviewed USC Dornsife Ph.D. student Jonathan Escoffery about his new collection of short stories.

KNX-AM interviewed Adjunct Assistant Professor Darry Sragow of USC Dornsife about the national political ambitions of both California gubernatorial candidates.

September 15, 2022

Los Angeles Times mentioned Natalie Molina of USC Dornsife and their recent book “A Place at the Nayarrit”

September 14, 2022

Los Angeles Times spoke with Joe Árvai of USC Dornsife on the benefits of new bills to tackle extreme heat in California.

KNX-AM interviewed Deborah Harkness of USC Dornsife about the passing of Queen Elizabeth II and the American fascination with the royal family.

**September 13, 2022**

*The Independent* featured a study by researchers at USC Dornsife College on the effects of fatherhood on the brain

*The Conversation* published an article by Nina Srinivasan Rathbun of USC Dornsife College on the unlikelihood of a new nuclear deal between Iran and the US

*KNX-AM (Los Angeles, CA)* interviewed USC Dornsife College professor William Deverell about California’s heat waves

*KPCC-FM* spoke to Jane Junn of USC Dornsife College about Asian and Pacific Islander voter turnout. *The Takeaway* and *WUWM-FM (Milwaukee, WI)* also featured Junn.

**September 12, 2022**

*The Common* interviewed USC Dornsife professor Viet Thanh Nguyen about his path to publishing his Pulitzer Prize-winning novel *The Sympathizer* and its sequel *The Committed*.

*Spectrum News 1 SoCal* interviewed USC Dornsife professor Robert English about the state of the Russia-Ukraine war.

**September 7, 2022**

*Spectrum News 1 SoCal* interviewed USC Dornsife’s Bill Deverell on the threat of wildfires to public health.

*Spectrum News 1 SoCal* spoke with Bill Deverell of USC Dornsife about the LA River and learning from the past about the resources the river holds.

**September 6, 2022**

*Los Angeles Times* published an article by M.G. Lord of USC Dornsife about A.M. Homes’ new novel

*Psychology Today* published an article co-written by student Nicholas Ford of USC Dornsife about understanding dopamine to create better habits.

**September 1, 2022**

*The Conversation* and *Yahoo News* posted an article by USC Dornsife professor Wolf Gruner about how newly discovered Holocaust photographs can aid researchers.
**August 31, 2022**

**Texas Public Radio** looked at research by USC Dornsife’s Wendy Wood research into voter suppression.

**KNX-AM** spoke to Robert English of USC Dornsife on the passing of Mikhail Gorbachev and his legacy.

**August 29, 2022**

**Los Angeles Times** featured Percival Everett of USC Dornsife and his new novel, “Dr. No.”

**Los Angeles Times** quoted Ange-Marie Hancock Alfaro of USC Dornsife about Rick Caruso’s lead in the mayoral race in the months before the primary.

**KCBS-AM (San Francisco)** cited USC Dornsife's David Reichlen in a study about dementia and a sedentary lifestyle.

**The Daily Beast** posted an article by USC Dornsife's Jeffrey Fields, for The Conversation, about the different degrees of classified government documents.

**August 26, 2022**

**Los Angeles Times** quoted Ange-Marie Hancock Alfaro of USC Dornsife about a new poll on the LA mayoral race.

**August 24, 2022**

**HealthDay** via US News & World Report, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, as well as Medscape, New York Post, Daily Mail, El País, MSN, and Yahoo News reported on a study by USC Dornsife Professor David Raichlen linking sedentary behavior to dementia.

**Los Angeles Times** spoke with Paul Byrne, a USC Dornsife doctoral candidate about tools used to dig up fossils.

**House Beautiful** via Aol.com quoted USC Dornsife professor Tok Thompson in an article about ghost stories.
KPLA (Columbia, MO) reported on USC Dornsife and Marshall Emerita Wendy Wood's research regarding habit formation

August 23, 2022

Bay News 9 quoted USC Dornsife’s Robert Shrum regarding the senate race in Pennsylvania

San Francisco Chronicle quoted USC Dornsife’s Christian Grose regarding LA’s mayoral race

CBS News 8 (San Diego) and other TV stations featured an interview with USC Dornsife’s Norbert Schwarz regarding misinformation online

August 22, 2022

Los Angeles Times spoke with Manuel Pastor of USC’s Dornsife Equity Research Institute about tensions between Latinos and Black Americans can flare partly because they compete against each other in low-wage labor markets

The Guardian highlighted Mary Droser of the USC Dornsife’s work on making Flinders Ranges, one of Australia’s natural wonders

August 19, 2022

Los Angeles Times spoke with Paul Byrne, a USC Dornsife doctoral candidate about tools used to dig up fossils

August 18, 2022

New York Times spoke with William Deverell of USC Dornsife about more Southern California homeowners ripping out their lawns due to water supplies running low

Spectrum News 1’s Inside the Issues with Alex Cohen featured an interview with USC Dornsife’s Will Cowan regarding California’s last megaflood

KQED interviewed USC Dornsife’s Jorge Barraza for a story regarding consumers who regret purchases made during the pandemic

August 17, 2022

The Washington Post highlighted a study by Christian Grose of USC Dornsife focused on congressional delegations
**Brookings Institution** ran an opinion about parents' disinclination to encourage their kids to engage in masking and social distancing, which was co-authored by Dan Silver, Morgan Polikoff of USC Rossier, and Anna Saavedra of USC CESR at Dornsife

*August 12, 2022*

**Houston Chronicle** via The Conversation published a story written by USC Dornsife’s Wendy Wood and Asaf Mazar, one of her Ph.D. students, about willpower not breaking unhealthy habits but rather changing habits and routines

**KCRW-FM** featured Manuel Pastor of USC Dornsife’s Equity Research Institute about his study that shows the growth of Latina influence in local and state politics

*August 11, 2022*

**LA Times** covered Sarah Portnoy of USC Dornsife's exhibit called “Abuelita’s Kitchen” Mexican Food Stories which showcases Mexican-American history and culture

*August 10, 2022*

**KTTV-TV** interviewed William Deverell of USC Dornsife about what can people do to conserve water

*August 8, 2022*

**WHYY-FM** spoke with Clifford Johnson of the USC Dornsife about replicating the power source of the sun through fusion power

*August 5, 2022*

**NPR** highlighted the research of USC Dornsife’s James McHugh regarding perfumes and how they were branded in medieval India

**USA Today** mentioned a USC Dornsife lab's partnership with a Carlsbad business for aquafarming and marine research

*August 4, 2022*

**LA Business Journal** spoke with Surya Prakash of the USC Dornsife Loker Hydrocarbon Research Institute on the implications of an ethanol plant using sugar cane as feedstock. He says that the market is there for additional ethanol production.
Smithsonian Magazine interviewed Alice Baumgartner of USC Dornsife about her study on Mexican citizens protecting enslaved people from slaveholders who attempt to kidnap runaways.

ZME Science highlighted research by Ann Owens’ of USC Dornsife on the widening income segregation between neighborhoods.

July

July 29, 2022

NBC News quoted Andrew Lakoff of the USC Dornsife College on why the Strategic National Stockpile did not serve the U.S. well during the pandemic.

Los Angeles Times quoted Matthew Kahn of the USC Dornsife College on how the pandemic and remote work allowed privileged families to relocate.

July 27, 2022

Los Angeles Times | A guide to the books on today’s big lists from Obama and the Booker Prize | noted the Booker Prize Longlist picks include “The Trees” by Percival Everett

July 21, 2022

“Mysteries Decoded” | Folklore that describes werewolves and dogmen | interviewed Tok Thompson

July 20, 2022

Financial Times | Mexico has opened the door to cleaner energy, but only to some | published an op-ed by Pamela Starr

July 18, 2022

New York Times | America Saved My Father’s Life. It Tried to Destroy My Mother’s | published a reflection in its magazine written by David Treuer

Big Think | Scientists may finally know why the length of a day changes | highlighted research by Wei Wang and John Vidale

July 14, 2022

Los Angeles Times | Hate getting to LAX? In an alternate reality, you could be catching flights in Palmdale | quoted Peter Westwick
July 13, 2022

The New York Times | Legacy of NASA administrator James Webb | spoke with Lois Rosson

The Wall Street Journal | Ada Limón Named U.S. Poet Laureate | quoted David St. John

July 12, 2022

them | Chris Belcher’s new memoir “Pretty Baby” | profiled Chris Belcher

July 11, 2022

CNN | Why is travel so hard, and what could make it better? | Highlighted research by Diane Kim

Los Angeles Times | Dramatic new 6th Street Bridge opens, delivering a ‘love letter’ to Los Angeles | quoted William Deverell

July 8, 2022

The Washington Post | People from elite backgrounds increasingly dominate academia, data shows | Robert Metcalfe quoted

July 6, 2022

NPR San Diego affiliate KPBS published a City News Service article about Elizabeth Van Hunnick’s $15 million gift to the USC Dornsife College’s history department. The article included a quote from USC President Dr. Carol L. Folt.

Spectrum News 1 also mentioned the historic gift to the humanities department.

Smithsonian | South to the Promised Land | Alice Baumgartner’s research featured

July 5, 2022

Los Angeles Times | Rampant wildfires once led to global mass extinction, scientists say. Can it happen again? | David Bottjer quoted

June

June 30, 2022

The Daily Beast | ‘Barbie’ Is Back in Style. Get Ready to Drown in Pink. | M.G. Lord quoted

Forbes | These Global Cities Have The Highest Cost Of Living | Matthew Kahn quoted
June 28, 2022

The New York Times | Is That Steph Curry … or a Work of Art? | Sarah Mesle featured

June 24, 2022

LAist | Come Hear The Kitchen Wisdom Of These Mexican Abuelas | Sarah Portnoy featured

June 22, 2022

KCET-TV | USC Augmented Reality Experience Will Bring L.A.’s Original Chinatown Back to Life | William Deverell featured

June 21, 2022

Foreign Affairs | Will China and Russia Stay Aligned? | Audrye Wong featured


June 17, 2022

BroadwayWorld | MoMA Announces The Inaugural Cohort of Ford Foundation Scholars in Residence Program | Robin Coste Lewis featured

June 15, 2022

Business Insider | Don’t move just yet. Soon there will be brand-new cities built around work from home — with cheaper housing, better schools, and smarter government. | Matthew Kahn featured

Popular Mechanics | Earth’s Core Is ‘Moving Under Our Feet,’ Switching Direction Every 6 Years, Scientists Say | John Vidale’s research highlighted

June 14, 2022

IFLScience | Earth’s Inner Core Oscillates, Changing The Length Of A Day Every 6 Years | John Vidale research highlighted

Inside Higher Ed | Fixing the Broken Letter-of-Recommendation Process | Patricia Taylor featured

June 13, 2022

June 10, 2022

The Houston Chronicle via The Conversation | Conservative Supreme Court justices disagree about how to read the law | Jeb Barnes

The Millions | Art Makes Us Better: The Millions Interviews Percival Everett | Percival Everett interviewed

SPIN | The Greatest TV Antiheroes Of All-Time | Leo Braudy quoted

June 8, 2022

CBS News | Biden administration reforms public service student loan forgiveness program | Karen Tongson interviewed

The New York Times and Spectrum News 1 | Why California voters can choose any primary candidate, Republican or Democrat. | Christian Grose interviewed

Energy News | In Ohio, researchers find EPA data doesn’t tell the whole story on fracking pollution | Victoria Petryshyn quoted

June 7, 2022

The Guardian (UK) | A mega-tsunami in the Pacific north-west? It could be worse than predicted, study says | Sylvain Barbot’s research highlighted

NBC4 | Low voter turnout in primary elections, especially in California | Ange-Marie Hancock-Alfaro interviewed

Patch | Surprises Could Be Coming For CA’s Controller, Attorney General Races | Christian Grose quoted

Long Beach Post noted Grose was a lead researcher on the top issues driving Long Beach voters in today’s primary.

June 6, 2022

Gizmodo | Elon Musk’s Plan to Send a Million Colonists to Mars by 2050 Is Pure Delusion | Jill Sohm quoted
Los Angeles Times | Democrat’s seek to end California’s drought of Black men in congress | Christian Grose featured

Los Angeles Times | Op-Ed: My grandmother opened a restaurant in Echo Park in 1951. The rest is history | Natalia Molina featured

June 2, 2022

The Guardian (UK) | Los Angeles’ climate future hangs in the balance as city votes for new mayor | Manuel Pastor also of the USC Equity Research Institute quoted

The Orange County Register | Reviewed “A Tiny Upward Shove,” written by USC Dornsife College doctoral candidate Melissa Chadburn | Melissa Chadburn highlighted

June 1, 2022

NASDAQ | Use This Simple Mental Trick to Save More Money | Daphna Oyserman research featured

May

May 24, 2022

NBC Bakersfield | Heavy losses on both sides as war in Ukraine grinds on | Robert English interviewed

May 20, 2022

KPCC-FM, Newsweek, Chalkbeat, and KCBS-AM | Highlighted the development of the Segregation Index by Ann Owens of the USC Dornsife College | Ann Owens featured

NPR | New Mexico wildfire sparks backlash against controlled burns. That’s bad for the West | Rebecca Miller interviewed

Variety | China Has a Problem With Western Film Festivals, Not Just Cannes | Stanley Rosen quoted

May 18, 2022

The New York Times | Published a book review written by Jean Chen Ho, a doctoral candidate at the USC Dornsife College | Jean Chen Ho featured

The 74 Million | 68 Years After Brown, Schools Still ‘Highly’ Segregated: 4 Takeaways from Study | Ann Owens featured
May 17, 2022

**Marketplace** | Quantifying climate risks for homeowners | **Matthew Kahn quoted**

May 16, 2022

**Business Insider** | NATO secretary general says Ukraine ‘can win this war’ with more international help — but some experts warn support could run out soon | **Robert English quoted**

**Los Angeles Times** | Column: A decade ago, California adopted a strange top-two primary system. How’s it working out? | **Christian Grose research**

**The Wall Street Journal** | Tens of Millions of U.S. Properties Face Wildfire Risk, New Study Says | **Matthew Kahn quoted**

**WNYC-FM** | Former Mayor de Blasio Shares Advice for Democrats; The Election in The Philippines; School Diversity in Queens; Remembering the iPod | **Adrian De Leon interviewed**

May 11, 2022

**Los Angeles Times** | Op-Ed: Conservative Christians will regret overturning Roe. They’re sacrificing religious liberty to do it | **Sheila Briggs featured**

- In a separate story, **Los Angeles Times** quoted Jennifer Gregg, executive director of the ONE Archives Foundation, about how rescinding reproductive rights is a larger trend of chipping “away at civil liberties broadly.”

May 10, 2022

**NBC affiliates** | No announcements from Putin at Russia’s Victory Day Parade | **Robert English interviewed**

**The New York Times** | Japan Has Long Sought More Inflation and a Weak Yen. But Not Like This. | **Saori Katada quoted**

May 9, 2022

**The Atlantic** | ‘Mom Brain’ Isn’t a Joke | **Darby Saxbe featured**

**ABC7** | Latinx mother’s day traditions | **Natalia Molina interviewed**

May 6, 2022
KCRW-FM | Natalia Molina: ‘A Place at the Nayarit: How a Mexican Restaurant Nourished a Community’ | Natalia Molina interviewed


Voice of America | Censorship of Hollywood Blockbuster Films Intensifies in China | Stanley Rosen quoted


May 5, 2022

CBS News | Governor Newsom appears with Planned Parenthood LA, lashes out at Republicans and Supreme Court | Jennifer Cryer quoted

New Humanist | How do we warn future generations about our toxic waste? | Vincent Ialenti quoted

May 4, 2022

Katie Couric Media | Why We Forget: The Surprising Science Behind Memory Loss | Division of Molecular and Computational Biology research featured

Los Angeles Magazine | Here’s What’s Next for California if Roe v. Wade Falls | Jeb Barnes featured

May 2, 2022

Newsweek | Biden Administration’s Muddled COVID Messaging Just Got More Confusing | Andrew Lakoff quoted

Jerusalem Post | What early Christian communities tell us about financial aid during crises | Cavan Concannon featured

LifeHacker | People Who Are Bad With Numbers Often Find It Harder to Make Ends Meet | Wandi Bruine de Bruin also of the USC Price School quoted

April

April 27, 2022

BBC | Prison protest: from riots to hunger strikes | Nayan Shah featured
The New York Times | Where Does All That Hate We Feel Come From? | Morteza Dehghani quoted

Politifact | War crime prosecutions in the Russia-Ukraine war: What to expect | Kyle Rapp quoted

April 25, 2022

Spectrum News 1 | Toxic Algae Blooms | David Caron interviewed

April 22, 2022

Business Insider | Russia will be a ‘pariah state in the eyes of many people forever’ and there’ll be no ‘starting over’ while Putin is still in charge, expert says | Robert English quoted

Forbes | Here’s How Willpower And Self-Control Affect Your Ability To Reach Your Goals | Wendy Wood quoted

Racer | Inside the SCCA, with Formula SAE students | Jonathan Laifman and USC Viterbi School student Amani Ghonim interviewed

April 21, 2022


April 19, 2022

Business Insider | Putin’s suspected purge of his inner circle was fueled by a misinformation bubble he created | Robert English quoted

April 18, 2022

Houston Chronicle | Opinion: Sacred hares, witches and pagan worship — Easter Bunny roots are ancient | Tok Thompson featured

April 14, 2022

LA Progressive | Low-Income Californians Hit Hardest by Inflation | Manuel Pastor quoted

Times Union | Sacred hares, banished winter witches and pagan worship – the roots of Easter Bunny traditions are ancient | Analysis by Tok Thompson featured

April 13, 2022
USC Dornsife Institute of Armenian Studies brings the studio to LA | USC Institute of Armenian Studies project highlighted

April 12, 2022

Broadcast about the escalating war in Ukraine | Robert English interviewed

April 12, 2022

Mexican president ramps up criticism of election body after recall referendum | Pamela Starr quoted

Axios

April 11, 2022


April 11, 2022

Will Putin be indicted for war crimes? | Robert English interviewed

April 11, 2022

These Photographers Chase New Zealand’s Glowing Waves | Kenneth Nealson quoted

The New York Times

April 8, 2022

Putting Putin’s new nuclear threats in historical context | Nina Srinivasan Rathbun featured

April 7, 2022

The Powerful Force Guiding Poland’s Welcome to Ukrainians: Fear of Putin | Stephanie Schwartz quoted

April 6, 2022

Mexico remains neutral, but some feel the country’s government is siding with Russia in war | Pamela Starr quoted

ABC (Florida)

April 6, 2022

How the ‘Homeless Billionaire’ Became a Philosopher King | Antonio Damasio mentioned

The New York Times

April 4, 2022

Trying Putin for Ukraine War Crimes Could Keep Him From Leaving Russia | Robert English quoted

April 4, 2022
LA Times | Rick Caruso said no one feels safe in Los Angeles. Here’s what residents say | Ange-Marie Hancock Alfaro quoted

USA Today | ‘A year after year disaster.’ The American West could face a ‘brutal’ century under climate change | Rebecca Miller quoted

April 1, 2022

ArtForum | CLOSE-UP: WITHIN LIMITS Suzanne Hudson on Cameron Martin’s new paintings | Suzanne Hudson featured

Phys.org | Scientists can predict carbon transfer in the ocean based on deep-diving tiny organisms | Naomi Levine and colleagues featured

March

March 30, 2022

CNN, Newsweek, and KNX-AM | The war in Ukraine | Robert English interviewed

LAist | Eviction Fears Swell In The Final Push To Get Californians To Apply For Rent Relief | National Equity Atlas study highlighted

LAist | California’s Largest Cities Saw Significant Population Decline During 1st Full Year Of COVID | Manuel Pastor featured

March 28, 2022

The New York Times | ‘Drive My Car’ Oscar Is a Slow-Burn Return for Japan’s Cinema | Kerim Yasar quoted

March 24, 2022

Forbes | The How-To Guide To Creating Good Habits And Breaking Bad Ones | Wendy Wood quoted

March 23, 2022

KPCC-FM, LAist | USC Project Tracks Police Killings Across The US | Brian Finch, D. Brian Burghart, USC’s Dornsife Center for Economic and Social Research, and colleagues featured

Time | The Moment that Changed Colonial-Indigenous Relations Forever | Peter Mancall featured
March 22, 2022

Los Angeles Times | Is California’s cap-and-trade program hurting the environment more than helping it? | Manuel Pastor also of the USC Equity Institute research featured

NPR | Refugees from other wars see themselves in fleeing Ukrainians | Viet Thanh Nguyen interviewed

March 21, 2022

Bloomberg | Three Ways the ‘Market State’ Can Ease Ukraine’s Suffering | Gregory Treverton featured

CNN | Interviewed Robert English of the USC Dornsife College about the latest development in Ukraine | Robert English featured

Fox News also quoted English.

March 18, 2022


Los Angeles Times | Op-Ed: How can the White House fix environmental injustice if it won’t take race into account? | Manuel Pastor featured

The Los Angeles Times also noted research from Pastor’s office in a second story about the number of California households with unpaid rent as of February 2022.

Los Angeles Times | Anthony Veasna So, Diane Seuss among National Book Critics Circle Award winners | Percival Everett noted

March 17, 2022

Jezebel | One Year After the Atlanta Shooting, Anti-Asian Attacks Are Still Proliferating. Has Anyone Noticed? | Rhacel Salazar Parreneas quoted

Los Angeles Times | How L.A.’s writers spent their two-year pandemic | Dana Johnson quoted

Mainichi | List of all 125,000-plus WWII Japanese American internment detainees nears completion | Duncan Williams interviewed

March 16, 2022
CNN | Ukraine conflict | Robert English interviewed

The Guardian (UK) | Percival Everett: ‘I’d love to write a novel everyone hated’ | Percival Everett featured

Los Angeles Times’ podcast “The Times” | Podcast: China’s influence grows in Central America | Carol Wise interviewed

March 15, 2022

Los Angeles Times | Column: For $5 a month, three East Hollywood residents want to change L.A. journalism | Alison Rachel Pearl noted

March 11, 2022

Gizmodo | Will There Ever Be a ‘Cure’ for Addiction? | Antoine Bechara quoted

The Washington Post | Pandemic life, two years later: Where do you fit in? | Center for Economic and Social Research featured

U.S. News & World Report | Amazon Tribes May Have Lowest Rate of Dementia in the World | Margaret Gatz and colleagues featured

March 10, 2022

Faro De Vigo | The brain prunes memories before filing them in memory | William Dempsey, Don Arnold, Scott Fraser and others from the USC Dornsife College’s division of molecular and computation biology research featured

Epoch Times, KFI-AM 640 and KNBC-TV | Study Reveals Findings of Dementia in Bolivian Amazon People | Margaret Gatz and colleagues featured

Los Angeles Times | Column: Stop dividing immigrants into the ‘good’ vs. the ‘bad.’ They all deserve due process | USC Dornsife Equity Research Institute noted

March 9, 2022

Fox11 | FOX 11, LA Times, USC Dornsife to host next Los Angeles Mayoral candidate debate | School noted

Fox News | NASA study: Each state has own climatic threshold for flu outbreaks | Emily Serman, a USC graduate student featured
Pasadena Star News | Inland Empire and Riverside are focus of Pasadena library events | William Deverell noted

The Sacramento Bee | Broken Ladders: Climbing the economic ladder in Fresno can be tough. Here's why | USC Program for Environmental and Regional Equity research highlighted

March 8, 2022

Los Angeles Daily News | AltaSea celebrates milestones at the San Pedro marine research center | Sergey Nuzhdin and USC’s Nuzhdin Aquaculture Lab and Holdfast Aquaculture Lab featured

March 7, 2022

Gizmodo | Will There Ever Be a ‘Cure’ for Addiction? | Antoine Bechara interviewed

March 3, 2022

Los Angeles Times | profiled Enrique Martínez Celaya, provost professor of humanities and arts, and his current exhibitions | Enrique Martínez Celaya featured

February

February 25, 2022

Los Angeles Times | Confidence in California public schools declines sharply; a third give L.A. a D or F | USC Dornsife College and Rossier School featured

Los Angeles Daily News | In Southern California, Ukrainian, Russian expats react as invasion unfolds | Robert English interviewed

The Wall Street Journal | Highlighted an exhibition at LACMA curated in part by Vanessa Schwartz | Vanessa Schwartz highlighted

February 24, 2022

The New York Times | Exercise Can Build Up Your Brain. Air Pollution May Negate Those Benefits | David Raichlen research highlighted

The Wrap | ‘Dune’ Repeats Tired Tropes of a White Savior in a Middle Eastern Setting (Guest Blog) | Evelyn Alsultany featured

February 23, 2022
The Washington Post | A new push to censor Internet pornography could harm marginalized groups | Quinn Anex-Ries featured

February 17, 2022

Los Angeles Times | Karen Bass takes early lead in L.A. mayor’s race, poll finds | Ange-Marie Hancock Alfaro quoted

Los Angeles Times | In Latin America’s new Cold War, will China lift up autocrats? | Carol Wise interviewed

Los Angeles Times | At the ultimate Super Bowl party, nearly 2,000 pounds of food are saved from the dumpster | USC Dornsife’s Public Exchange

The Sacramento Bee | Under scrutiny once more, ‘The Cosby Show’ raises issues ‘bigger than Cosby’ | Lanita Jacobs quoted

February 16, 2022

CNN | U.S.-Russian tensions over the Ukraine | Robert English interviewed

Los Angeles Times | USC Dornsife announces new $20,000 literary prize. Its first winner: Christos Ikonomou | School featured

The Art of Newspaper | Our pick of the best shows to see during Frieze Los Angeles | Enrique Martinez Celaya quoted

February 15, 2022

CalMatters | No legal battles for California’s new election maps. But what lessons can be learned? | Christian Grose also of the USC Schwarzenegger Institute quoted

February 11, 2022

Houston Chronicle | Inmates’ hunger strikes take powerful stands against injustice | Nayan Shah featured

February 10, 2022

CNBC | People normalizing death and suffering as the pandemic continues | Gale Sinatra interviewed

February 1, 2022
CBS2 | California Universal Health Care Bill Fails To Pass | Jennifer Cryer interviewed

January 31, 2022

The Atlantic | Republicans Are Trying to Suppress More Than Votes | USC Equity Research Institute and Manuel Pastor research highlighted

Los Angeles Times | ‘A cloud never dies:’ A California monastery mourns mindfulness advocate Thich Nhat Hanh | Duncan Williams quoted


The New York Times | When It’s Winter in Miami, It’s Time for Churros and Hot Chocolate | Sarah Portnoy quoted

January 28, 2022

Salon | Peter Dinklage pushes Disney’s “Snow White” remake to rethink “f**king backward” dwarf depictions | Evelyn Sultany highlighted

The Washington Post | What is the ‘active grandparent hypothesis’ and what does it say about health and longevity? | David Raichlen quoted

January 27, 2022

LAist | How current staffing support systems are having a wake-up call | Darby Saxbe quoted

Los Angeles Times | Why is L.A.’s iconic skyline far from the beach — unlike Miami, Seattle and other cities? | William Deverell featured

The Washington Post | What is the ‘active grandparent hypothesis’ and what does it say about health and longevity? | David Raichlen quoted

January 25, 2022

Sacramento Bee | With no end in sight to pandemic life, parents find disruption is the new normal | Manuel Pastor featured

Spectrum News Socal 1, KNX-AM | Russian and Ukraine conflict | Robert English featured

January 21, 2022
LAist | The impact of pandemic decision-making on families | Darby Saxbe interviewed

Los Angeles Times | Here are the finalists for the 2021 National Book Critics Circle Awards | Percival Everett noted

January 19, 2022

The Dallas Morning News | Why a Muslim imam showed up at the Colleyville synagogue to offer spiritual help | Wendy Wood featured

Spectrum News 1 | How SoCal celebrated Martin Luther King Jr. | Najuma Smith-Pollard featured

January 18, 2022

Los Angeles Times | Op-Ed: In the Omicron surge, I am my family’s anger translator | Natalia Molina featured

January 13, 2022

Popular Science and Daily Beast | Fish brains provide insight on how humans store memories | Don Arnold featured

The Washington Post | When lobbyists and legislators socialize, lobbyists are more likely to get what they want | Christian Grose featured

January 12, 2022

LAist | For Many Undocumented Communities, Newsom’s Medi-Cal Plan Could Be Life-Changing | USC Dornsife Center for the Study of Immigrant Integration cited


January 11, 2022

NBC News Los Angeles Affiliate KNBC-TV | Invoking Jan. 6, Dems Pivot to Fight for Voting Legislation | Christian Grose featured

January 10, 2022

The Wall Street Journal | How to affectively cultivate healthy habit | Wendy Wood quoted

January 7, 2022
Chronicle of Higher Education | How to Have a Classroom Experience That Matters | Deborah Sims featured

January 6, 2022

Los Angeles Times | Latinx Files: Essential workers, many of them Latinx, are back on the front lines as Omicron surges | Natalia Molina quote

January 5, 2022

NBC News | One of the new year’s most anticipated books places Asian American friendship at its center | Jean Chen Ho mentioned

January 4, 2022

Los Angeles Times, The New York Times and New York (Magazine)’s The Cut | USC Dornsife doctoral candidate Jean Chen Ho had her debut collection of short stories reviewed by various media | Jean Chen Ho featured